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“Capable, Connected, Contributing”  

  

July 31, 2019 
Dear Comet Families,  
  

We are closing in on the start of the school year and there are some important items I wish to 
highlight, as we get ready to catch that cosmic wave into the future.  
 
Meet the Teacher will be held a week from Friday on August 9, 2019. Remember, to help with parking, 
Meet the Teacher is broken into three different “waves” according to last names. Class lists will be 
posted and there should be plenty of staff to help direct you to classrooms. There will also be plenty of 
information about Car Rider tags, Bus transportation, Dining Services, PTA, and business partners 
available in our MPR- Multi-Purpose Room.  

A-G Last Names- 9:00 to 10:00 AM 
H-Q Last Names- 10:00 to 11:00 AM 
R-Z Last Names- 11:00 to 12:00 PM 

 
Teacher and class assignments are starting to take place, but we are still processing new enrollees and 
making changes. In coming days, you may be able to see assignments via Skyward, however you should 
consider that placement tentative up until the day of Meet the Teacher. There are several reasons for 
this. Due to numbers over the summer and a surprise departure of a teacher, there have been a couple 
of changes in class and grade level positions for teachers. This has then led to some redistribution. 
Those who made requests with the recommended three choices will most likely have those requests 
accommodated. If you had asked for one specific teacher, that request will be harder to accommodate, 
especially if that teacher was part of the summer changes.  
 
Individual Student Reports for the Spring 2019 FSA Assessments are available for pick at Carillon 

starting on Monday, August 5, 2019, between the hours of 8:30 to 4:00 PM. Student reports should be 

picked up at the school location where the student tested in the spring of 2019.  Guides for 

understanding the reports will be available electronically only.  

We are welcoming several new faculty and staff members including a new assistant principal, Mrs. 

Adames. She has written a letter of introduction and I’ve attached it to this email. Here is a list of the 

other new staff members:  

 Mrs. Teddy Adames, Assistant Principal 

 Ms. Cari Hall, Kindergarten Teacher 

 Ms. Julie Garner, Kindergarten Teacher 

 Mrs. Beth Toombs, 3rd Grade Teacher 

 Ms. Melissa Massengill, 3rd Grade Teacher 

 Mr. Justin Espe, 3rd Grade Teacher 

 Mr. Jordan Lennon, 4th Grade Teacher 

 Ms. Kalyna Sperkacz, Speech Language Pathologist 

 Mr. Brandon Sims, PE Paraprofessional  

 Mrs. Carina Rallis, ESE Paraprofessional  

 Mrs. Julie Mitchell, Paraprofessional 

 Mrs. Megan Anderson, Paraprofessional 

Finally, I am pleased to share pictures of Comet the Space Husky Pup. Cosmo and Halley have been working on 
getting him school-trained. Be on the lookout for Comet around campus. He loves being read to!   
SURF’S Up!  
 

Sincerely,  
 

Dr. Windish 

Daniel H. Windish, Ed.D. 
Principal 
Carillon Elementary School  

 
 


